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Women of Mass Destruction
Combating Radicalization on the Web
Terrorist groups, such as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, have invested significant resources in
radicalizing Western women from Europe and North America. Women enhance terrorist
capabilities by being able to generate greater media attention because their assumed gender
roles do not fit the typical profile of a terrorist. These women are also more familiar with
Western culture and less likely to generate suspicion because of their gender, increasing the
likelihood that they can perpetrate attacks against well-defended targets.
To combat the threat of radicalized Western women, this white paper proposes a two-pronged
approach to counter extremist narratives. First, online government campaigns should highlight
terrorist atrocities toward women and publicize defector stories of women. Such publicity will
undermine popular support for radical groups and emphasize the gap between the negative
reality and the positive perception some may have of such groups. Second, governments should
encourage private groups to establish an international grant-making foundation dedicated to
empowering moderate Muslim voices in communities and online.

Introduction
Women have always played a role in domestic terrorist attacks. They enhance terrorist
capabilities by recruiting other women to join the organization, enlarging the size of the group,
and increasing the number and type of attacks the organization can conduct because women are
able to perpetrate attacks against more well-defended targets.
However, the nature of the terrorist threat is evolving to include new actors and targets. Western
women will likely become a new category of perpetrators among transnational terrorist groups,
such as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), where they can serve as useful tactical weapons.1
Current policies do not address women as a security threat because they predominantly counter
male radicalization through conventional institutions, for example, prisons, universities, and
mosques. Western women, instead, radicalize primarily online through social media. And they
are difficult to detect online because they wear full-face veils, share few biographical details, and
communicate across a range of social network platforms.
This white paper proposes a two-pronged approach that entails: (1) online government
campaigns that highlight terrorist atrocities against women and publicize defector stories, and (2)
the establishment of an international grant-making foundation. The foundation would empower
moderate Muslim voices in communities and online. Together these policies will counter
extremist narratives and discourage Western women from radicalizing.
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Women Enhance Terrorist Capabilities
Terrorist groups are increasingly employing new technologies and global communications. As a
result, any successful innovations quickly spread. One such innovation is the deployment of
female bombers. Terrorist groups began using female bombers in 1985.2 And these women
bombers are a tactical advantage now used by many terrorist groups, regardless of their ideology
or attitudes toward women.
The Roles of Women in Terrorism
Women enhance terrorist capabilities in three ways. First, they increase both the number and
type of attacks that terrorist groups can execute. Second, women expand the size of terrorist
organizations, allowing groups to draw recruits from the other half of the population. Lastly,
women, as mothers of future terrorists, provide a base of continued support for terrorist groups.
•

Women as fighters, bombers, and leaders. Women play a variety of roles in terrorist
groups: logisticians, suicide bombers, guerrilla fighters, operational leaders, and political
vanguard. 3 Typically, women in right-wing terrorist groups are denied leadership
positions within the group’s core.4 However, women are still used to carry out attacks
because of the need to adapt to new pressures, such as increased checkpoints.5

•

Women as recruiters. Successful attacks executed by women pose a greater security
threat because they influence both males and females to carry out more attacks. First,
they shame men by calling into question their masculinity, especially in traditional
patriarchal societies, and incite more men to join the cause. For example, an Egyptian
news article described Wafa Idris, the first Palestinian woman bomber, as worth a
thousand men.6 Second, they serve as an effective role model for other women and
cultivate a culture of female martyrdom.7

•

Women as mothers of future terrorists. Several scholars have found that children are
more likely to become radicalized if their mothers support terrorist organizations or are
terrorists themselves.8 These children are key to the success of any terrorist group,
because they are an essential base of future support.9

Women as Lethal Weapons
Women typically increase the number and type of attacks committed by a terrorist organization.
In conservative societies, there is more reluctance to search women, and they are able to access
targets with greater ease, because they are assumed to be less dangerous.10 Further, female
attackers guarantee media attention because women do not fit the stereotype of a terrorist.
Women bombers will continue to shock the world with their attacks as long as these gender
perceptions persist. And the greater psychological impact of female attacks enhances the ability
of terrorist groups to achieve their political goals.11
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•

Deadlier attacks. According to the Suicide Attack Database, women bombers on average
kill 10.2 persons, while men kill 8.9 persons.12 This higher number is partly the result of
women being able to gain access to defended sites more easily.13

•

Greater media coverage. The media is an important vehicle for transmitting terrorist
messages simultaneously to three different audiences: domestic constituencies, foreign
governments, and international public opinion.14 However, the media falsely assumes that
men are more prone to violence and, therefore, are surprised by female acts of terror. The
media then responds by speculating on the attacker’s possible motivations and
publicizing the minute details of her life.15 This reaction enhances the impact of terrorist
attacks committed by women, bringing them to the attention of all three audiences. As a
result, the majority of terrorist groups are eager to claim responsibility for attacks
executed by females.16

•

Larger psychological impact. Robert Pape argues that suicide terrorism produces a
climate of fear among the targeted population.17 Female suicide bombers amplify this
effect because the notion that a woman can kill other women and children is
unfathomable. As a result, female acts of terror generate a greater psychological impact.

The Radicalization of Western Women
The radicalization process is occurring more quickly, more widely, and more
anonymously in the Internet age, raising the likelihood of surprise attacks by unknown
groups whose members and supporters may be difficult to pinpoint.
− Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 200618
According to the Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence Community, Syria has
become a base of operations for terrorist groups, such as ISIS, to recruit, train, and equip
extremists to conduct international attacks.19 While the majority of these extremists tend to be
male, terrorists are investing significant resources in radicalizing Western women.
Western women enhance terrorist capabilities because they—more so even than women recruited
from other regions—do not fit the typical profile of a terrorist. Their familiarity with Western
culture, language abilities, and access to Western passports make them more mobile than women
from the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. Western women also wear full-face
veils on social media, making them difficult to detect and track. But during an attack these
women can assume Western-style dress, allowing them to blend seamlessly with the targeted
population.20
Western women are radicalized largely through online contacts and relationships.21 Indeed,
according to Peter R. Neumann, Director of the International Centre for the Study of
Radicalisation (ICSR), “the Internet has been a game changer for women” and “has lowered the
threshold for women to become involved.”22 Social media fosters a common identity among the
women who are radicalized, regardless of their country of origin or various backgrounds. Umm
4

Layth, a British woman, posted on Tumblr: “The family you get in exchange for leaving the ones
behind are like the pearl in comparison to the Shell you threw away into the foam of the sea
which is the Ummah. The reason for this is because your love for one another is purely for the
sake of Allah.”23 Thus, the Internet has served to politicize Western women and draw them into
international conflicts.24 For instance, Western women, after joining ISIS and Jabhat al-Nusra,
have become embroiled in the Syrian Civil War with the hopes of ousting Bashar al-Assad.25

Case Study: Western Women and ISIS
Terrorist organizations with international and territorial aims, such as ISIS, are particularly likely
to use Western women to execute attacks. Western women are useful for conducting attacks
beyond their terrorist bases—and especially against international targets. Other terrorist groups
from the MENA region are geographically limited. For instance, Al-Shabaab is composed of
local Somali fighters, who have few aims beyond Somalia.26 Their foreign fighters are motivated
by nationalism and adventurism rather than international jihad.27 As a result, the recruitment of
Western women is less attractive because they are not needed to carry out external attacks.28
•

Anti-Western sentiments. ISIS has a black and white view of the world, which is rooted
in the division of territory into dar al-harb and dar al-Islam by early Islamic jurists.29
Dar al-Islam referred to territory where the Islamic state and law prevailed, whereas dar
al-harb referred to territory of war that does not have a treaty of nonaggression with
Muslims.30 Currently, this division of territory holds little meaning as Muslims have
dispersed into numerous states. Nevertheless, religious-political terrorist groups have
appropriated this concept and used it to justify attacks against the West or dar al-harb.31

•

Territorial aims. Syria is a strategic base of operations for ISIS due to its proximity to
the West and Turkey’s porous border. ISIS’s current area of control in Syria and Iraq
provides it with funds from oil revenue, extortion, and ransom.32 This revenue allows
ISIS to project its influence abroad and pay for some of its recruits’ travel expenses.
Furthermore, ISIS’s territorial holdings provide terrorists with a safe haven, regardless of
how horrific their attacks, as long as they claim to be Sunni Muslims.33 Although ISIS’s
area of control has been greatly exaggerated for propaganda, it remains a dangerous
threat to regional stability. ISIS fighters claim in their propaganda videos that they will
break all Middle East borders to establish control over Jerusalem.34

•

International aims. To date, ISIS has focused its resources on “the near enemy,” and
thus, it threatens U.S. allies in the MENA region. 35 However, the coalition and airstrikes
against ISIS have shifted ISIS’s focus to attacking “the far enemy,” renewing its calls for
lone wolf attacks in the West.36

ISIS’s tactics may very well become a model for future terrorist groups, which means that other
groups—those with similar territorial and international aims—will also seek to radicalize
Western women. These Western women serve as tactical weapons against the West because of
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assumptions regarding their gender and their familiarity with Western culture. As the number of
radicalized Western women grows, so will the threat posed to U.S. security.
Western Women as the ISIS Advantage
Since its inception in 2013, ISIS has focused on female recruitment and the recruitment of
Western women, in particular. Currently, ten percent of ISIS’s total foreign fighters are female
and at least 550 Western women have joined.37
Earlier this year, for example, two Austrian sisters were recruited by ISIS and traveled to Syria.38
They are now poster-girls for ISIS, and their identities are used widely online to attract other
Western females, particularly adolescents.39 Western women are also seen as more dedicated
recruits, since they willingly adopted ISIS’s ideology.40 Western women are given more elevated
positions in ISIS than MENA women. These positions include becoming members of all-female
policing brigades and running brothels, both of which require basic weapons training.41 And
earlier last fall, ISIS twice sought to trade captives for Aafia Siddiqui, a Western woman serving
86 years in prison for the attempted murder of American agents.42 The FBI identified Siddiqui as
“an Al-Qaeda operative and facilitator,” and she became the Most Wanted Woman in the
World. 43 This move underscores the important role for Western women within ISIS: as
perpetrators of terrorist attacks.
Even so, the West maintains a narrative regarding Western women recruits as victims and “jihadi
brides,” who are motivated by “naïve romanticism.”44 Western media has also concluded that
these women will not carry out attacks by pointing to ISIS’s own stated goals—that their only
purpose is to care for male fighters and populate the state. 45 Hence, if ISIS were to deploy
Western female attackers, it would result in an added shock value.

An Inadequate U.S. Response to the Radicalization of Western Women
There is currently no specific policy designed to combat female radicalization in the West.46
Instead, states craft general policies for preventing radicalization. This approach is problematic
because, while men and women may be motivated similarly, the methods used to radicalize each
are sometimes gendered. That is, ISIS appeals to each sex differently, as evidenced by its
separate media campaigns for men and women.47
The greatest majority of Western female foreign fighters are from France, the United Kingdom,
and the United States.48 Western counter-radicalization programs and preventative initiatives can
be divided into two broad categories: (1) general initiatives and (2) targeted interventions.49
Counter-radicalization is a catch-all term that includes de-radicalization, disengagement, and
radicalization prevention. 50 General initiatives aim to make at-risk societal groups less
susceptible to terrorist recruitment efforts, while targeted interventions focus on individuals
believed to be at risk of adopting pro-terrorist ideologies. The U.S. preventative initiatives fall
into the first category.
6

The United States’ Current Approach to Building Community Resilience
The U.S. counter-radicalization program focuses on “empowering American communities and
their local partners in their grassroots efforts to prevent violent extremism.”51 Washington claims
that communities are best placed to recognize and confront the threat of violent extremists,
because terrorists target their children, families, and neighbors. 52 Rather than creating new
institutions, the United States builds on existing models, such as the comprehensive gang model,
which is driven by local stakeholders and supported by the federal government.53 The resulting
counter-radicalization program essentially increases the scope of and funding to the gang model
to address violent extremism.
Limitations of Current U.S. Counter-radicalization Programs
However, U.S. government officials acknowledge that these efforts often fail to gain traction.54
The difficulty remains in countering violent extremism domestically, since Muslim communities
have lost faith in Washington.55 Referencing Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson’s visit to
the Noor Islamic Cultural Center, Linda Sarsour, the director of the Arab American Association
in New York stated, “I don’t know how we can have a partnership with the same government
that spies on you.”56 Furthermore, the United States’ focus on building community resilience is
ineffective for tackling the radicalization of Muslim converts. Converts are scattered across the
country and are already well integrated into Western society.
Because the U.S. counter-radicalization program focuses on preventing radicalization in prisons,
universities, and mosques, it does not adequately address the radicalization of Western women,
who are radicalized primarily online. Further, because women’s increased participation in
religious-political terrorist groups is the result of the Internet, their radicalization is difficult to
detect and highly individualistic. 57
In December 2013, the U.S. State Department’s Center for Strategic Counterterrorism
Communications attempted to address online radicalization by launching the “Think Again Turn
Away Campaign.” 58 The main function of the $6 million campaign is to counter terrorist
propaganda.59 Nevertheless, the campaign fails to address three main components.60
•

Viewership. The campaign does not reach the appropriate audience because Western
women do not engage with the core of terrorist groups. Instead, they reach out to other
women through various social media accounts that are difficult to follow. For instance,
Umm Layth’s Tumblr account gives Western women advice on how to travel to Syria
through Turkey.61 She also invites women who are seriously considering the trip to
contact her individually.62 This form of communication builds social networks that are
difficult to infiltrate. Most tellingly, terrorist websites and social media accounts receive
more views and followers than the State Department’s campaign.63

•

Messenger. The aftermath of September 11, 2001 has led to a significant increase in
discrimination against Muslims; consequently, Muslim communities have lost faith in the
United States. Therefore, Washington is not in a position to speak to potential recruits or
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sympathizers among Muslims. Although Richard Stengel, Under Secretary for Public
Diplomacy and Public Affairs, supports the State Department’s campaign, he
acknowledges, “We’re not always the best messenger for our message.”64
•

Content. The “Think Again Turn Away Campaign” emphasizes the horrors of the daily
life of terrorists. While this content would dissuade the Western public, it appeals to
potential male and female recruits as a glamorous lifestyle that sensationalizes brutality.
For instance, ISIS women post photos on their social media accounts that display a
combination of violence and domesticity—images of suicide belts and severed heads are
juxtaposed with images of Nutella and kittens.65

Policy Recommendation
Messages promoting violent extremism flood cyberspace; ISIS alone generates an average of
90,000 extremist messages per day.66 Online radicalization, therefore, should be countered with
comprehensive yet flexible policies. This white paper proposes a two-pronged approach to
counter extremist narratives. First, governments should disempower extremists by publicizing
atrocities against women and defector stories. Second, non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
should empower moderate Muslims through community and online-based projects that amplify
their voices. This two-pronged approach recognizes that governments are not always the best
messengers to address potential recruits. And the best messengers do not always possess the
necessary intelligence to discredit terrorist groups from within. Therefore, this approach
capitalizes on the strengths of both governments and grassroots efforts.
Figure 1: Countering Extremist Narratives
POLICY

FOUNDATION
FUNDING

GOVERNMENT

NGOs
PUBLICIZE
ATROCITIES &
DEFECTOR
STORIES!

AMPLIFY
MODERATE
MUSLIM VOICES
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The Role of Governments: Disempowering the Extremists
Governments should disempower extremists by countering their narratives through online public
information campaigns. These campaigns should highlight terrorist atrocities toward women and
publicize stories from women who defect. Disseminating this information will help to undermine
popular support for radical groups and emphasize the gap between the negative reality and the
positive perception some women have of these groups.
•

Violence against women. The government underplays the widespread rape, underage
marriages, and countless abuses against women and girls perpetrated by terrorist
organizations.67 Instead, Washington should track and publicize these atrocities as the
reality of terror tactics. 68 Sara Khan, the director of Inspire, a women’s rights and
counter-terrorism organization, states that we must acknowledge “the relationship that
exists between extremism and the lack of women’s rights,” since “extremists are keen to
disempower and marginalize women.”69

•

Limited role of women. The U.S. government should publicize how women are
mistreated by terrorist organizations. Its intelligence agencies could search current
terrorists’ social media accounts for posts that portray the boredom, infighting, and
oppression faced by foreign fighters. For instance, Umm Layth states in her Tumblr
posts, “You will have too much free time here” and “learn how to wash your clothes by
hand.”70 Other Western women have also described their interactions with the “native”
people or the Syrians as being unpleasant.71 They mock Syrian women and in some cases
subjugate them because Syrian women question their notion of sisterhood and identity.72

•

Rise in defectors. The negative experiences of terrorist defectors should be widely
reported. Terrorist defectors have credibility because they have undergone the
radicalization process, understand terrorist recruitment, and have experienced the
hypocrisy of terrorist groups. But terrorist defectors are unattractive partners for NGOs.
Even for governments, it is virtually impossible to allow defectors to return home after
they have traveled to a terrorist base. However, Washington could publicize the stories of
defectors and current members, who are pleading to come home via the Internet and
social media. The government could record these types of posts before the accounts are
blocked and highlight them in their online campaigns. These posts would address one of
the main critiques of the U.S. “Think Again Turn Away” campaign’s content, which
glamorizes terrorism and only widens the gap between the negative reality and positive
perceptions that some may have.

The Role of NGOs: Empowering the Moderates
Governments should encourage private groups to establish an international grant-making
foundation dedicated to amplifying moderate Muslim voices in communities and online. As was
evident during the Arab Uprisings, the collective moderate voice can be large and unified. David
Patel argues that Egyptians had been protesting the brutal regime of Hosni Mubarak by the
thousands for over a decade. However, due to decades of preference falsification, Egyptians were
9

unable to collectively estimate the size of the opposition and feared government crackdown.73 It
was not until January 2011 that the Egyptians adopted a model “that made it easy for them to see
how many others had joined the opposition.”74 Patel terms this model “The Tahrir Square
Model,” since protest groups were able to organize large demonstrations in a central square. And
members of the opposition could then monitor the size of the movement by watching the news,
visiting Tahrir, or hearing reports from family and friends.75
There are also numerous NGOs and Muslim groups dedicated to countering extremist narratives.
However, moderate Muslims have yet to come across a means to estimate the size of their
movement and coordinate their actions. But these moderate Muslim voices do exist. Their efforts
need to be unified to create a “revolutionary bandwagon” similar to the one generated by the
Egyptian opposition.76
These moderate voices could be empowered through an international grant-making foundation.
While the funds may be collected from a variety of sources, the key to this foundation is that it
should remain independent from the U.S. government to bolster its legitimacy.77 NGOs may
apply for funds to support projects that amplify moderate voices in their communities and online.
These projects should first be based in the West to ensure the security of participants and to hold
them accountable. The foundation could hold participating NGOs or Muslim communities
accountable through performance monitoring and data collection. 78 The success of online
projects can easily be measured through a variety of social media tracking and analytic tools.
Once the foundation is established in the West, it can begin to fund projects in other regions of
the world.
Examples of Project Types
The foundation should support a number of different project types, as long as their main focus is
on amplifying moderate Muslim voices:
•

Countering theological narratives in local communities. Many local mosques and
community members are ill equipped to counter the theological narratives used by
extremists. One possible community-based project could involve teaching community
members those counter-narratives, since simply condemning extremism is not enough.79
Some extremists are motivated by promised rewards of heaven established by the existing
culture of martyrdom. Counter-narratives would help break down this belief by
emphasizing the extremists’ limited understanding of religious texts. While the majority
of Western women are radicalized online, a project of this type, in conjunction with other
projects, will allow parents to take proactive measures and to start the conversation about
radicalization with their children early.

•

Achieving hashtag popularity. A number of terrorist groups operate Twitter accounts,
through which they are able to disseminate their views and communicate with their
supporters. Blocking these Twitter accounts is not an effective solution, since new ones
are almost immediately created. A potential online project could include the
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establishment of Twitter accounts by tech-savvy NGOs. The NGOs’ main goals would be
to get hashtags, like #UnIslamic State, trending and to maintain their online momentum.80
•

Unifying the moderates to form a large opposition. ISIS employs a social media strategy
to spread and control its message.81 They developed a Twitter app that was previously
available through the Google Play store.82 Users who downloaded the app agreed to share
a fair amount of personal data with ISIS. ISIS’s social media operators then controlled
the accounts and the content posted to them. In addition, the tweets were spaced out to
avoid Twitter’s spam detection.83 One online project could be a similar app developed by
an NGO, which could generate messages reflecting Islamic ethics of war based on the
Quran and authentic sources of hadith, or sayings of the Prophet Muhammad. Other
NGOs receiving or applying for funds along with funders, community groups, and
individuals could sign up for the app. The app could post tweets in response to trending
extremist hashtags.
This strategy is in line with what Anne Aly, Dana Weimann-Saks, and Gabriel Weimann
describe as making ‘noise’ online. 84 This noise can be mechanical/technological or
psychological/social and will interfere with terrorist media campaigns.85 They argue that
the Internet is a powerful tool for online psychological campaigns that attract users and
try to shape their attitudes.86 However, before an effective campaign of this nature is
launched, the individuals involved must know the profiles of potential recruits and the
messages that will likely affect them.87 NGOs and Muslim groups proposing projects,
such as the app, are best positioned to know the content that will most likely affect
potential recruits or sympathizers.

Conclusion
The online radicalization of Western women poses a critical security threat to Western countries.
These women will likely become the next category of perpetrators among transnational terrorist
groups. Their familiarity with Western culture allows them to blend seamlessly with the targeted
population, enabling them to commit more and deadlier attacks. And since Western women do
not fit the typical profile of a terrorist, their attacks have a larger psychological impact.
Although the United States has made an effort to counter radicalization, current policies focus
predominantly on how men are radicalized, which is through conventional institutions. However,
the radicalization of Western women, which is mainly through social media, has not received
adequate attention. Female radicalization must be countered with a two-pronged approach that
capitalizes on the strengths of governments and NGOs. Governments should publicize terrorist
atrocities and defector stories, and NGOS should amplify moderate Muslim voices. This
approach would be more effective than current approaches, because it counters extremist
narratives, while simultaneously amplifying the voices of moderate Muslims.
Extremist narratives are flooding the Web and thousands of young women and men have become
radicalized. Washington should not only condemn those narratives but also counter them. If this
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problem of radicalization remains unaddressed, then the radicalization process will occur more
quickly and more widely, raising the likelihood of surprise attacks against the West.
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